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Abstract. :rhe phenomenon of the b.ubble growth at the surface of a heating wall due to boiling of the cooling liquid is studied.
A new and s~ple.methodof calculatmg the superheat temperature of the liquid necessary to initiate boiling as a function of
the surface fmlsh IS suggested. A numerical application for sodium is performed.

2. The physical problem
Consider a mieroseopie eavity in the heating wall

(see Fig. 1) whieh eontains a eertain amount of vapor.
For simplieity we assume that the opening of the
eavity is eireular and of radius ro' The angle e that
the separation surfaee between liquid and vapor makes
with the heating wall at the moment of detaehment
of the bubble from the wall varies with the liquid
and the material from whieh the wall is made. For
liquids whieh wet the wall, such as water, sodium, and
other liquid metals with the exeeption of mereury,
e is always less than 90°. Liquids whieh do not wet
the wall are very poor heat transfer media und there
fore not interesting as practieal eoolants. If pz and Pe
are respeetively the liquid and the vapor pressure
and a the liquid surfaee tension, the equilibrium of the
forees on the separation Burfaee between vapor and
liquid is given by the equation:

This is not generally the ease with liquid metals
and, in partieular, with sodium. \Ve will see in the
later paragraphs that for the same surfaees the super
heat temperature requested to initiate boiling is mueh
lligher with sodium than with water. Furthermore, due
to the very low Prandtl number of liquid metals
(0.01.-;-0.005 for sodium) the temperature profile in
any seetion of the liquid is very flat, so, not only a
small portion of liquid near the wall is superheated but
the whole bulk of the liquid. In addition, the verv
high ratio of latent heat of vaporization to speeifi'e
heat of the liquid makes negligible the quantity of
energy absorbed by some eventual portion of the
liquid whieh would be in subeooled eonditions. If,
for any reason or another, the heat flux from the
surfaee inereases, or the sodium flow deereases, the
benefieial effeet of gradual nucleate boiling, generally
present with water, does not oeeur with sodium. Two
things are possible: lf the surfaee is suffieiently smooth
the wall temperature inereases up to melting point
without any sodium boiling oeeuring, or, if the surfaee
is rather rough and high temperature resistant, the
wall temperature inereases gradually until the great
amount of energy stored by the superheated bulk of
the liquid is released suddenly produeing the instanta
neous evaporation of a eonsiderable portion of sodium
present with eonsequent explosion.

In the present paper the phenomenon of the bubble
growth at the surfaee is studied, a new and simple
method of ealeulating the superheat temperature
neeessary to initiate boiling as a funetion of the surfaee
finish is suggested and a numerieal applieation for
sodium is performed.

1. Introducti01t
Liquid metals are extremely good heat transfer

media. They are therefore used to cool reaetors when
the power density is very high. In partieular \vith fast
reaetors sodium is very often the primary eoolant.
It is therefore of interest to examine the problem of
liquid superheat neeessary to initiate boiling, whieh is
partieularly serious with sodium, and therefore of the
greatest importanee, from the point ov view of safety,
in fast reaetors.

It has been shown in recent experimental research
[1], [2], [3] that the boiling of a liquid in foreed eon·
veetion in eontaet with an heating surfaee does not
oeeur when the temperature of the surfaee, and there
fore the temperature of the liquid in the immediate
vieinity of it, has reaehed the boiling temperature, but
a eertain exeess of temperature is required. A portion
of liquid, at least in the immediate vieinity of the
heating wall, is therefore superheated. The amount
of superheat neeessary to initiate boiling depends on
the liquid used and on the surfaee smoothness.

This phenomenon is explained by the following
hypothesis: The boiling is promoted by very small
bubbles of gas or vapor whieh are eontained in miero
eavities always present on surfaees. Only when the
pressure of the vapor in these eavities is enough higher
than the liquid pressure to allow the growth of the
bubbles against the eontribution of the surfaee tension
of the liquid, ean the boiling really start. The wall tem
perature, at whieh these bubbles are, must be eon
sequently higher than the saturation temperature of
the liquid.

The problem of the superheat is generally not very
relevant with water. This is beeause

1. of the small exeess of temperature required for
boiling (about 20° C at atmospherie pressure and
standard smooth stainless steel surfaee),

2. only a small portion of the water near the wall
is superheated due to the very steep fluid temperature
profile in any seetion, whieh is eharaeteristie of water
and any other fluid with high Prandtl number (;;;;;0.7),

3. at the starting of the boiling the small amount
of steam produeed is generally very quiekly reeonver
ted in water by the bulk of the water whieh is remained
in subeooled eonditions due to the relatively low ratio
of latent heat of vaporization to speeifie heat of the
liquid (540° C at 100° C and atmospherie pressure,
against an average value of 3300° C for sodium).

* This paper has been prepared within the framework of
the association EURATOM-Gesellschaft für Kernforschung
mbR. in the field of fast breeder development.

** EURATOM, Brussels, delegated to the Karlsruhe
"Fast Breeder Project", Institut für Neutronenphysik und
Reaktorteehnik.
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Pe - PZ=-i

(see Appendix I)
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Fig. 2. Typical temperaturc profIles in sodiulll and in a water cooled ('hannel
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From Eqs. (4) and (7) one obtains:
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where P and P +dp are the saturation pressures
corresponding respeetively to the evaporation tem
peratures T and T +dT, hzv is the latent heat of
evaporation at the temperature T, and Vv and Vz are
the speeific volumes of saturated vapor and liquid at
thetemperature T.

GRIFFITH and WALLIS assumed that Eq. (6) is
valid also in finite differenee form between the two
temperatures Ts and 1\i-. This is a good approximation
for small differences between TJI' and Ts , but it is
eertainly not a good one for liquid metals where
'lJ1' - Ts can be of the order of hundreds of degrees
eentigrade. How will be shown later. Indeed, one has
uneertainty in knowing at whieh temperature to
evaluate the seeond term of Eq. (6). GRIFFITH and
\VALLIS opted for temperature Tw and wrote:

3. Previous literature
GRIFFITH and 'VALLIS [1] and HOFFl\IAN and

KRAKOVIAK [3] did not use Eq. (4) for their ealculation
of the liquid superheat, but, by means of simplifying
assumptions, transformed it into another more apt
form for numerieal evaluation. lt is worthwhile here
to report briefly their method. The Clausius-Clapeyron
relation [4] is:

Bq. (4) was already obtained, using a different reason
ing, by GRIFFITH and WALLIS [1] and it explains
physieally the reason of the superheat. Only when the
pressure of the vapor in the eavity has reached the

20
value Pv equal to Pz+ - the bubble ean grow up

ro
to the position (1) of Fig. 1. After that point the pres-

. . f 20 b dsure Pv IS m exeess 0 PZ+- eeause r>ro, an
r

the bubble inereases until detaehment, when ß has
reaehed the value e. Subsequently the vapor remained
in the eavity produees a new bubble and the above
proeess is repeated all over again. The vapor in the
eavity is obviously saturated, so the temperature Tw
of the wall, whieh is the same as that of the vapor in the
eavity and eorresponds to the pressure Pv' is higher
than the saturation temperature Ts whieh eorresponds
to the pressure of the liquid Pz' The liquid in the
immediate vieinity of the wall is at the temperature
'lJr and it is therefore superheated by the amount
1\1' - Ts . The maximum portion of the liquid whieh can
be in superheated eonditions depends on the ratio
(Tw-Ts)/(TJr-TcJ where Tc is the temperature in the
center of the cooling ehannel. A typical situation for
water and sodium is shown in Fig.2. One can see
that while a small portion of water pan be in the worst
conditions, superheated, the whole sodium present ean
be superheated to a large amount. The comparison is
been made for the same surface finish (the same ro)
and the same heat flux. Fig. 2 shows also that subeoo
led boiling is possible with water, but practieally im
possible with sodium.

(2)

(3)

(5)

______J _
I

(Pv - PZ)max =~o sin e.ro

20 . ßPv - pz = -- sm .
ro

Fig. 1. The growth of the 1mbble

r = ro
~ill(l86 =-ß)

Tw= 7765 oe /

Tw =.?C5°C
Ts =2621°C

Heat f1ux = 300 Wlem'
Channel diameter = 0,8 em
Liquid wlocit,. = 800 emlsee

Therefore

where r is the curvature radius of the separation
surface between liquid and vapor. If ß is the angle
that the bubble surface makes with the wall surface,
one ean write:

From Fig. 1 is quite elear that ß can have any value
between 180° and e, and beeause e ~ 90° the maximum
value of sinß is for ß= 90°, then:

20
(Pv - PZ)max= ;,--. (4)

o

lt is important to notiee that if the liquid does not
wet the wall, e> 90°, and
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Fig. 3. Sodium vapor pressure and '2 a/ro ratio Hrsus wall temperature

Fig.4. Sodium liquid superheat as lunction 01 saturated temperature and
surfaee finish (ro)
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HOFFl\1AN and IÜtAKOVIAK [2] opted to evaluatc thc
second term of Eq. (6) at the temperature 1'8' With
two other simplifying assumptions: that VI is negligible
in comparison of vv ' and that the saturated vapor in
the buhhle behaves likc a perfect gas, they obtained:

1'Jr - 1'8=~(~) 1'8=~ .!!J~ (9)
ro hlv Ts ro hlv PI

where R is the gas constant of thc vapor considered as
a perfect gas. Of course neither Eq. (8) nor Eq. (9)
is really exact. vVe feel that an evaluation of the second
term of Eq. (6) at an average temperature hetween
1'JI1 and 1'8 would have been a hetter approximation
than the hoth previous.

4. 1'he new method
In reality once one has Eq. (4), it is not necessary

to use the Clausius-Clapeyron relation to evaluate the
liquid superheat 1)1' - 1'8' It is possible to obtain
1'JI1- 1'8 as a function of 1'8 and rodireetly from Eq. (4).
To explain this method more clearly we will present
it with an example in the case of sodium, hut this
method is perfectly general and valid for any liquid.

Fig.3 shows the vapor pressure of sodiulll versus
temperature. All the sodium physieal properties are
from [5]. In the diagralll the ratio 2a!ro is also plotted
for various values of ro. Starting from a certain
temperature 1'11' in abscissa one can read in ordinate
the value of Pv from the vapor pressure curve* and
the ratio 2a!ro for a certain value of ro' where, quite
eleady, a must be evaluated at 1)1' because this is the
temperature of the liquid at the surface of the bubblc.

')

The difference p" - _U which ean be read directlv
v r •

°on the diagralll gives the pressure PI [see Eq. (4)].
From the value of PI in ordinate one can read from
the vapor pressure eurve the value of 1'8 and then
obtain the eorresponding value 1'Jr - 1'8' The results
of this procedure are reported in Fig. 4. One ean see
that the amount of superheat is fairly high espeeiaUy
for Iow values of ro. Practical values of ro can be
obtained from the experiments with potassium of
HOFFl\1AN and KRAKOVIAK [2]. Their experimental
results are reported in Fig. 5, which shows also the
theoretical curves according their and our methods.
Our curves were obtained using values of a for potas
sium from [6], [7], [8] and temperature vapor pressure
relationship given by [9].

The difference in estimating the valueof 1'II'~· 1'8
according to the two different methods is not very
great in the range 400 ~ 1'8~ 750 0 C. This is especially
true eonsidering the uncertainty in the value of a for
potassium. However, for lligher 1'8 the differenee be
comes eonsiderable. By evaluating the Hoffman and
Krakoviak experimental points with the present,
more exaet, theory one finds that for anormal slllooth
stainless stcel surface ro is 0.25 tL, whiIe for a porous
surface the group of minimum ro's lies in the region of
ro=0.75 tL and the majority of pores is in the range
10 -:- 50 tL.

* In this, one must assume that the cavity is filied with
sodium vapor and not another vapor or gas. This is quite
aceeptable beeause, due to the very good wetting qualities
of sodium, after a while praetically all the surfaee cavities
will be filled by sodium, liquid or vapor, and in any case the
greater part of vapor which goes to increasing the volume of
the bubble cannot come other thall from the nearby sodium.
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Fig. 6. Sodium liquid superheat as function of saturated temperaturc
and surface finish (ro), according to HOFF1IAN and KRAKonAK

The reason why the Hoffman·Krakoviak approx
imation applies better with potassium than with
sodium is that the superheat TJI' - Ts with sodium is
eonsiderably higher than that whith potassium, thus
the approximation of replaeing an equation in differen
tial form [Eq. (6)] with another in finite differenee
form [Eq. (9)] is obviously less exaet.

5. The consequences in a 80dium cooled care
In a sodium eooled reaetor the sodium pressure at

the eore outlet eould be as low as 2 Atms. This pressure
eorresponds to Ts =961 ° O. If the fuel elements have
smooth stainless steel surfaees, ro =0.25 [L and the
maximum possible TJV- Ts is 204° 0 (see Fig. 4). If
now for any reason, for instanee fuel rods bending due
to thermal stresses, the cross seetion area of the
eooling ehannel deereases, the eoolant velocity deo
ereases and the fuel element surfaee temperature ean
inerease up to 1165° 0 without any boiling oeeuring.
Oonsider for instanee the extreme ease that the sodium
velocity is redueed to zero. The surfaee temperature
and the temperature of the whole sodium present in
the eooling ehannel cross seetion, inereases until
1165° 0 at whieh time the fraetion 204°0/3300°0 =
6.2 % of the sodium present vapprizes, 3300° 0 being
the average ratio of latent heat of vaporization to
speeifie heat of sodium. In the other extreme, but
less praetieal ease, in whieh the sodium maintains
the nominal velocity and the sodium boiling is pro·
dueed by exeessive heat flux, the vaporizing fraetion
is slightly lower. Oonsider for instanee the ease, typieal
of a fast sodium eooled reactor, of a sodium mean
velocity of 8 m/see, a ehannel hydraulie diameter of
0.8 em and a nominal heat flux of 300 W/em2• When
the temperature Tc of the sodium, due to exeessive
heat flux in the upstream portion of the ehannel,
reaehes 1085° 0, 1Jv is 1165° 0 and the boiling oeeurs.
The average differenee between the sodium temper
ature and Ts =961 ° 0 is 164° 0, where the sodium
temperature profile is eonsidered, with good approxi
mation, to be a parabola of seeond degree. The sodium
vaporizing fraetion is therefore 164°0/3300°0 =4.9%.
In praetiee the real ease will lie between these two
extremes.

These pereentages, although in absolute not very
high, are already suffieient to give to this vaporization
the eharaeter of a real explosion. That is the produetion
of 4.9% and 6.2% vapor at 961° 0 means an inerease
in volume 65 and 80 times, respeetively, with respeet
to the initial liquid only volume.

The problem of sodium superheat is partieularly
serious beeause sodium, and other aleali metals, wet
surfaees so weIl that only very small eavities are not
filled by liquid. The use of a rough surfaee does not
reduee the danger of a liquid superheat very mueh.
For instanee if one uses a rough surfaee similar to that
used by HOFFl\IAN and KRAKOVIAK, eavities with
ro =0.75 [L are still aetive. This eorresponds to a
superheat of 120° 0 for sodium at 2 Atm and to an
inerease in volume of 47 times for the ease of boiling
oeeuring due to stoppage of sodium flow. Thus the
improvement due to the use of a rough surfaee is only
that of redueing the maximum possible wall tempera
ture from 1165° 0 to 1081°0 and the inerease in
volume due to vaporization from 80 times to 47 times.

c'"
I

J<' 10zH.--H.-----+-+""'-r----

Fig. 5. Potassium liquid superheat as function of mturated temperature
and surface finish (ro)•••••••••• according to HOFFMAN and KRAKOVIAK;

..- according to present calculation. Experimental points [9J: ;;,
smooth surface, 0 rough surface

For sodium the difference between our and HOFF·
l\IAN and KRAKOVIAK'S approach is very relevant.
Fig.6 shows the curves 1Jv- Ts versus. Ts obtained
with the Hoffman·Krakoviak method [Eq. (9)]. One
can see that the introduction of their simplifieations
makes a great difference; i.e. at Ts = 960° 0 and
ro =0.25[L Eq. (9) gives Tw-Ts -62000 instead of
204° 0 obtained with the present method.
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6. Oonclusion
The amount of liquid superheat required to initiate

boling in sodium is very high. With the method pre
sented in this paper it is possible to ealeulate this
superheat as a function of liquid pressure and heating
surfaee finish. The previous approximated formula
suggested by HOFFMAN and KRAKOVIAK gives super
heat temperatures whieh are in eertain eases, as mueh
as three times in exeess.

For sodium at 2 Atm and a smooth surfaee, the
liquid superheat is 204° C and the wall surfaee temper
ature would reaeh 1165° C before the nucleate boiling
would start. At this temperature the great amount of
energy stored in the superheated sodium is released
suddenly produeing the instantaneous evaporation of
about 5 % of the sodium present with eonsequent
explosion. This happens unless the fuel element
does'nt melt before reaehing that temperature.

The problem of sodium superheat is partieularly
serious, beeause sodium wets surfaees so well that
only very small eavities are not filled by liquid sodium.
The use of a rough surfaee does'nt signifieantly reduee
the danger of a liquid superheat. Aecording to our
ealeulation the presenee of a rough surfaee would only
reduee the inerease in volume duc to vaporization from
80 times to 47 times with sodium at 2 Atm.
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Appendix I
Oalculations 0/ the static equilibrium equation 0/ a bnbble

Consider an imaginary section across a spherieal
bubble of radius r (see Fig. 7). Eaeh of the two sections
of the sphere must be in statie equilibrium. Consider
for instanee the section the center angle 1X0 of whieh is
< 90°. This is subjected to the pressure Pv - PI' whieh
for symmetry results in a force directed along the
axis of the seetion and given by:

"0J (Pv - PI) 2.n r sinlX r dlX COSIX = (Pv - PI) .n r 2 sin21X0'
o

This force is balanced by the surface tension a which
for symmetry is eonstant along the border of the see
tion and tangent to the sphere. Thus the resultant
of the a forees is also directed along the axis of thc

seetion and is given by:

2.n r sin 1X0 a eos (90 - 1X0) = 2.n ra sin2 1X0

and the equilibriul11 is given by

(Pr - PI).n r2 sin21X0= 2 .n ra sin21X0'

Fig. 7. Equilibrium of the forces for a ,pherical bubblc

Therefore
20

P,.-PI= r

The reasoning is perfectly analogous for 1X0> 90° and
gives the same results.
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